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What's New in SAS Text Miner 12.3

What's New in SAS Text Miner 12.3

SAS Text Miner 12.3 includes enhancements to node performance and results. The Import button has been replaced with the Replace Table and Add Table buttons in various dialog boxes so that you can choose whether to replace the currently selected table or add to the currently selected table. Results for the Text Rule Builder node include a new Document Rules table and a Rule Success graph.

You can use SMP mode in SAS 9.4 on a properly enabled SAS Server to deploy the HP Text Miner node in a process flow diagram, and use the HPTMINE procedure and the HPTMSCORE procedure. Using the HP Text Miner node in a process flow diagram can lead to multithreaded processing gains in many cases. For more information about the HP Text Miner node, see the HP Text Miner Node chapter of the SAS Enterprise Miner High-Performance Data Mining Node Reference.

For more information, see http://support.sas.com/software/products/txtminer.